New Celebrity Couple? Hilary
Duff Enjoys Night Out with
Trainer Jason Walsh
By Kyanah Murphy
The fabulous and single celebrity Hilary Duff had a flirty and
fun night out with her trainer Jason Walsh, according
to UsMagazine.com. Sources confirm that the two were spotted
at the club Warwick in West Hollywood recently, and Duff was
touchy and flirty, and all smiles with Walsh. Sounds like a
great date night! This isn’t the first time the duo has been
seen out together; Duff and Walsh had previously dined out
together in June. Could they be a new celebrity couple?

There may be a new celebrity couple
in Hollywood! How do you know
whether to date someone you work
with or not?
Cupid’s Advice:
You can’t help who you fall for; you like who you like.
Sometimes this may mean you fall for someone you work with.
You may be unsure of whether or not to date, but with every
relationship, you never know how it’ll go until you try!
Here’s some tips on how to determine whether or not to date
someone you work with:
1. Are you attracted to them as a person or are you attracted
to what they do?: Before you do anything, stop and think about

what you like about the person you work with. Do you like them
or the job they do? If you’re in a similar situation to Hilary
Duff, are you mostly drawn to their bod and the hands-on
contact or do you like them for who they are?
Related Link: Drew Barrymore is Not My Type
2. Is there chemistry or is it misplaced/misunderstood
chemistry?: Do you two really hit it off or do you two only
hit it off when you work together (not anywhere else outside
the workplace such as at a restaurant)? Your work may have you
engage in something that causes you to release endorphins with
the person you work with. This could be the result of what
you’re doing, not necessarily who you’re with.
Related Link: Date Idea: Be Daring on Your Date
3. Imagine how dating the person you work with will impact the
work you do together: Will dating this person distract you
from the work you do? Will you be able to separate work from
your personal life? These are both important questions to ask.
Have you dated someone you worked with? How did your
relationship go? Comment below!

